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Note: Answer any FIVE full questions, choosing ONE full question from each module.  
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Module: 1  

1. a. Define software. Explain the different types of software with an example.          [06Marks] 
b. Define computer. Explain the different components of a computer system.         [07Marks] 
c. Define computer network. Explain the different types of computer network.  

           [07Marks] 
OR 

2. a. Explain the general structure of C-program with an example.           [08Marks]
b. Write a C-program to find area and perimeter of a circle.   [06Marks] 
c. What are the different data types available in C. Explain with an example. [06Marks]

Module: 2 

3. a. Explain the formatted input and output statements with an example.  [05Marks] 
b. Explain with an example while, do-while and for loop statements.             [09Marks]       
c. Explain with syntax if, if-else and nested if else statements.             [06Marks] 

OR 
4. a. Explain the switch statements with an example.                          [10Marks] 

b. Write the difference between pre-test and post-test loop with an example.          [06Marks] 
c. Write a C-program to check a given number is even or odd.            [04Marks] 

Module: 3 
5. a. Define string. List the string handling functions and explain any three with example. 

           [10Marks]
b. Define array. Explain how one dimensional and two dimensional arrays are declared.    

           [10Marks] 
OR 

6. a. Write a C-program to find addition of two matrices.             [10Marks]
b. Write a c-program to sort a given number using bubble sort.        [10Marks] 

Module: 4 
7. a. Define function. Explain the elements of user defined functions.              [10Marks]

b. Give the difference between call-by-value and call-by-reference.             [10Marks]    
OR 

8. a. What are the different ways of passing parameters. Explain with an example.    [10Marks] 
b. What are recursion. Write a recursion function to find factorial of a number.     [10Marks] 
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Module: 5 
9. a. What is pointer? Explain how pointer variable is declared and initialize.             [08Marks]

b. What is structure. Explain how structure members are accessed using dot() operator with  
an example.                         [08Marks] 

c. What are primitive and non-primitive data types? Explain.                        [04Marks] 

OR 
10. a. Define data structure. Explain the different types of data structure.                     [07Marks]

b. Give the characteristics of data structures.   [04Marks] 
c. Define stack, Queue and linked list and also give the applications of each.   [09Marks] 


